Energize the community life

A zero CO2 life is the common goal of human being. I want to use both solar panel and wind fans because doing this will highly increase the efficiency of converting natural energy into electric power we need. And this will help us to make the zero goal come true easily. I also want this land art generator to serve as a community cultural center of St Kilda and also a window opening to the whole world to let everyone know St Kilda, Melbourne, and Australia better.

Total output = 51.41 MWh/day
Annual output = 11258 MWh

What is Land art generator?

In my opinion, a land art generator should satisfy two aspects in the meanwhile. Public art life and good ability to capture natural energy such as solar and wind.

What is Land art generator most likely to be?

In my opinion, the land art should not just be a landscape or something like a statue. I hope that the new built facility could serve nearby community residents, artists from the whole country, tourists all over the world.

A clean energy generator

We hope to realise three aspects to build this land art generator: First, we hope the facility can efficiently convert natural energy into electric power. Secondly, we hope the facility should also be a new beautiful symbol of the local and supply abundant places of interest. Thirdly, the facility should supply everyone a fair access during the 24hs.

A community cultural centre

The St Kilda is a community with almost every public buildings but a community cultural center where all people can share public art life.

What can a community cultural center do?

A community cultural center is a place in the community where people can do some entertainment. But a community cultural center of St Kilda should be somehow different. It should also serve as a museum which would show tourists all over the world the best part of St Kilda, even the best part of Melbourne.

A interactive place of inter-est

When people travel to somewhere, they will usually get a precious memory. However, the place nearly will not change a little just like that no one has ever gone to there. Imagine what if the place will change better just because you have gone to there. Is it a very interesting idea?

An international communication center of art

The city of Melbourne is the capital of game development, graphic design, fashion, filmmaking, media and music, comedy and craft, architecture and art. I hope this new built facility can be a international communication center of art. Artists all over the world will be willing to come to Melbourne so we can stimulate the development of local economy and local art.